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Self-employment – as a 
prerequisite for the development 

of small and medium business 
and business activity in the 

Republic of Kazakhstan

The market conditions of the population selfemployment is a phe
nomenon that characterizes the level of business activity in the country. 
Selfemployment in market conditions – is an inevitable process and inher
ent element of market relations. Increased business activity in the private 
sector and the interest of income generation, responsible for every able
bodied population is of particular significance in a market society. And so 
for economic development we need new initiatives to stimulate economic 
activity and employment. This phenomenon is an objective for today in 
many developing and developed countries. This article discusses the theo
retical aspects and practical aspects of selfemployment in our country. 
And also to draw conclusions and recommendations for the settlement of 
economic relations selfpopulationIn.
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Өзін-өзі жұ мыс пен қaмту – 
Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсындaғы 

шaғын жә не ортa биз нес ті, 
іс кер лік бел сен ді лік ті  

дaмы ту дың aлғы шaрты 

Нaрық тық қaтынaстaр жaғдa йын дa хaлық тың өзінөзі жұ мыс
пен қaмтуы үде рі сі ел де гі іс кер лік бел сен ді лік тің дaму дең ге йін  
сипaттaйт ын әлеу мет тік құ бы лыс бо лып тaбылмaқ. 

Нaрық тық қaтынaстaр жaғдa йын дa хaлық тың өзінөзі жұ мыс пен 
қaмтуы – бұл нaрық тық қaтынaстaрғa тән жә не оның aжырaмaс бір 
эле мен ті мен бaс тaртпaс үде рі сі бо лып ке ле ді. Же ке сек торлaрдaғы 
іс кер лік бел сен ді лік тің бaсым ды лы ғы жә не тaбыс aлудaғы aсa жоғaры 
мүд де лі лік, әр бір ең бек ке жaрaмды хaлық үшін жaуaпкер ші лік нaрық
тық қоғaмдa үл кен мән ге ие. Сон дықтaн дa эко но микaны дaмы тудa 
біз ге іс кер лік бел сен ді лік пен жұ мысбaсты лық ты ынтaлaнды ру үшін 
жaңa бaстaмaлaр қaжет. Бұл құ бы лыс бү гін гі кү ні кө п те ген дaмығaн 
жә не дaму шы ел дер де объек тив ті бо лып тaбылaды.

Aтaулы мaқaлaдa біз дің ел де гі өзінөзі жұ мыс пен қaмту дың 
теория лық aспек ті ле рі мен прaктикaлық жaқтaры қaрaсты рылaды. 
Сондaйaқ өзінөзі жұ мыс пен қaмту шы хaлық тың эко но микaлық 
қaтынaстaрын рет теу жө нін де гі ойлaр қо ры ты лып жә не сол бо йын шa 
ұсы ныстaр бе рі ле ді.

Тү йін  сөз дер: Өзінөзі жұ мыс пен қaмту, биз нес, нaрық, нaрық
тық эко но микa.

Дулaмбaевa Р.Т., Иля шовa Г.К.

Сaмозaня тос ть кaк пред по-
сылкa рaзви тия мaло го  

и сред не го биз несa  
и де ло вой aктив нос ти  

в Рес пуб ли ке Кaзaхстaн

В ры ноч ных ус ло виях сaмос тоя тель нaя зaня тос ть нaсе ле ния   
хaрaкте ри зует уро вень рaзви тия де ло вой aктив нос ти в стрaне. 

Сaмозaня тос ть в ры ноч ных ус ло виях – это неиз беж ный про цесс 
и эле мент ры ноч ных от но ше ний. По вы шеннaя де ловaя aктив ность в 
чaст ном сек то ре и зaин те ре совaннос ть в по лу че нии до ходa, от ве т  
ст вен ность зa кaждо го тру дос по соб но го нaсе ле ния имеют осо бое 
знaче ние в ры ноч ном об ще ст ве. И поэто му для рaзви тия эко но ми ки 
нaм нуж ны но вые ини циaти вы для сти му ли ровa ния де ло вой aктив
нос ти и зaня тос ти. Это объек тив ное яв ле ние нa се год няш ний день во 
мно гих рaзвивaющих ся и рaзви тых стрaнaх.

В дaнной стaтье рaссмaтривaют ся теоре ти чес кие aспек ты и 
прaкти чес кие сто ро ны сaмозaня тос ти в нaшей стрaне. A тaкже 
делaют ся вы во ды и ре ко мендaции по уре гу ли ровa нию эко но ми чес
ких от но ше ний сaмозaня то го нaсе ле нияю

Клю че вые словa: сaмозaня тос ть, биз нес, ры нок, ры ночнaя эко
но микa.
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SELF-EMPLOYMENT – AS 
A PREREQUISITE FOR 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
SMALL AND MEDIUM 

BUSINESS AND 
BUSINESS ACTIVITY 

IN THE REPUBLIC OF 
KAZAKHSTAN

In the words of President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
for the economic development we need new initiatives to stimulate 
economic activity and employment. The core of the new economic 
policy will be the plan of infrastructure development. It consists 
of seven points and just the seventh paragraph provides support to 
small and medium business and business activity.

New Economic Policy «Nurly Zhol»- a global step towards 
becoming one of the 30 most developed countries of the world and 
it will become the engine of growth of Kazakhstan’s economy in 
the coming years.The advent of the market economy has become a 
catalyst for the development of the phenomenon of self-employment 
and as a result has become a part of the business and are actively 
included in the sphere of small and medium business is supported 
by the state. Therefore, today, self-employment is not only a way 
to earn a living, but also the desire for independence, the full and 
effective implementation of the labor force, the ability to implement 
an entrepreneurial and creative potential.

Self-employment in market conditions is an objective compulsory 
element inherent in market relations. Development of this type of 
employment is attributed to the action of both economic and social 
factors. Self-employment in the post-Soviet countries, including in 
Kazakhstan, has existed always (maintaining a personal subsidiary 
plot, side job during vacations and in the evenings, tutoring, etc.).

Meanwhile, market economy brings self-employment to a new 
level of commodity production, use of hired manpower. Economic 
ideology of the market is a switch of each employable individual 
to self-sufficiency and self-earning. Moreover, the market creates 
new work incentives through reorganization of economic reality: 
creation of an institute of property, conditions for entrepreneurship, 
i.e. self-employment is a precondition for reproduction of human 
resources.

Self-employed individuals in Kazakhstan are those who on 
their own ensure and arrange their activities being their key source 
of income, who on their own provide themselves with work. 
These include businessmen, self-employed individuals, members 
of cooperatives, persons maintaining personal subsidiary plots. 
Unsatisfied demand for jobs entails expanding self-employment of 
the population.
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Based on the above-stated, the following can be 
included in key reasons of population’s transition to 
self-sufficiency:

1) insufficient subsistence (average salary in 
the CIS on the whole in late 1990s was within two 
subsistence wages, per capita income was even less 
and average pension and allowances were below 
subsistence wage);

2) delayed payment of salaries and social 
transfers (pensions, allowances), state-financed 
organizations faced late adjustment of the 1st 
category base rate;

3) loss of work due to dismissal, staff reduction, 
bankruptcy of enterprise and therefore loss of a key 
source of subsistence;

4) search of a more stable and higher source of 
income;

5) search of job which ensures more complete 
self-realization, interest in entrepreneurship;

6) economic freedom of people with respect to 
type of activities.

Employment is among key factors of growth in 
the living standards of the population, it determines 
size and type of raised revenues or salary and also 
social protection of the population itself. Therefore, 
employment is a vital economic basis that underlies 
living standards of people. However, employment 
is affected by two oppositely directed factors: labor 
productivity and volume of production. The higher 
labor productivity, the lesser workers are required 
for one and the same job. And this circumstance 
becomes extremely relevant in the conditions of 
market economy when competitive ability of a 
worker is a priority factor on the employment 
market. At the same time, the higher output, the more 
employees are required to produce it. Meanwhile, 
if both factors tend to decline, employment will go 
down and unemployment rate will grow.

Employment is the public and economic 
relations into which individuals enter between each 
other with respect to involvement in socially useful 
work. Employment rate features quantity and quality 
levels of engagement of employable population, 
current economic situation in the country, business 
and financial activity, living standards and personal 
income and its purchasing power. Employment is 
featured by different forms, structure of population 
engaged in branches of economy.

Employment in the Republic of Kazakhstan 
during years of reforms in the previous century is 
marked by the following trends: share of individuals 
employed in the economy (ignoring students and 
individuals maintaining individual subsidiary plots) 
declines, while the share of students with off-job 

training (since 16 years) inches up. As a result, the 
share of population of employable age not engaged in 
public production increases, which in turn indicates 
that the share of unemployed in the economy goes 
up. This means that the share of people maintaining 
individual subsidiary plots, housewives, jobless 
grows.

As a consequence, it reduces the number of 
employed people who obtain subsistence in form 
of salary. Given that a large share of employed 
population works part time (part-time working day, 
part-time working week, forced leave), and in such 
situation employment does not provide for normal 
living standards, the more so when real salary does 
not satisfy needs of the population.

During economic reforms in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan this caused transition of the population 
to self-sufficiency and self-employment.

Market economy brings self-employment to a 
new level of commodity production, use of hired 
manpower. Economic ideology of the market is 
a switch of each employable individual to self-
sufficiency and self-earning. Moreover, the market 
creates new work incentives through reorganization 
of economic reality: creation of an institute of 
property, favorable conditions for SMEs.

It should be mentioned that within pro-active 
policy on the labor market, promotion programs for 
development of self-employment, studying business 
skills and creation of small business gain ever 
increasing importance. Formation of a layer of owners 
and entrepreneurs, growing competitive abilities of the 
private sector in production of goods and provision 
of services can mitigate a tangled situation in the 
economy, remove social tension in the society.

Increased social activity of citizens in the 
private sector, responsibility of each employable 
individual for his/her self-sufficiency have particular 
importance during transition period. It is connected 
with limited financing of social needs, need to 
overcome existing stereotypes of welfare mentality 
viewing the state as a sole guarantor of wellbeing.

In general, it should be specified that level of 
income and salary of hired employees connected 
with small business is higher than an average one 
in the national economy or industry. This situation 
naturally makes the population become involved in 
entrepreneurship.

Non-state organizations, especially small and 
medium-sized ones, operate on the market on their 
own and provide employment opportunities for 
citizens without financial participation of the state.

On the one hand, it is appealing for both 
organizations themselves and the state. But on 
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the other hand, it causes problems connected 
with income generation, remuneration of labor, 
development of social and employment relations 
in the non-state sector, social protection in 
connection with temporary disablement, in 
retirement age. 

in 4 quarter of 2013 the number of self-employed 
amounted to 2596.0 thousand people (30.3% of 
total employment), the main share in the category of 
«self-employed» comprise «independent workers» 
(92%), ie persons who, working alone or with one 
or more partners are engaged in activities on the 
basis of self-employment and do not hire permanent 
employees. Among the self-employed (2388.3 
thousand people.) – 63.3% work on an individual 
basis (registered and unregistered individual 
entrepreneurs), 36.7% – engaged in the production 
of products with own courtyard (both for own 
consumption and for sale ). More than half (52.4%) 
employed in private households received income 
from the sale of products derived from the personal 
monastery.

Most of the self-employed exercise independent 
activity in agriculture – 1362.0 thousand people 
(52.5%) in the retail sector -.. 674.9 thousand people 
(26.0%) and for the provision of public services 
(transport, medical, educational, and others.) – 
599.1 thousand people (21.5%).

It should be noted that the share of self-employed 
in total employment in developed countries is about 
12-14%, for example, in France – 11.0%, Germany 
– 11.6%, Great Britain – 14.6%. In the Czech 
Republic – 18.5%, Italy – 25.1%, Korea – 28.2%, 
Turkey – 37.1%.

Specific features of income generation of self-
employed individuals and persons engaged in small 
business can include the following:

1) unstable income because business is 
undertaken at own risk of its owner;

2) some portion of income is allocated for 
personal consumption and some portion of it can 
be infused in investments and business expansion. 
The latter is frequently complicated by marketing 
problems and unpreparedness for business expansion 
of the entrepreneur himself;

3) remuneration of labor of hired employees is 
frequently a piece wage, it depends on the output 
(proceeds in case of sales business), incentive 
systems are usually not developed;

4) social protection of individuals engaged in small 
business is frequently absent, i.e. sick leaves, annual 
paid leaves are not paid, employment is not officially 
recorded and therefore no deductions to extra-
budgetary funds (pension deductions, etc.) are made;

5) problems with working conditions, intensity 
of labor are as a rule settled in forced manner 
ignoring the existing regulations.

On the whole, with respect to the covered topic 
it is necessary to indicate a low level of social 
protection of both self-employed individuals and 
persons engaged in small businesses.

Self-employment economy will be profitable 
under certain conditions: age, health, readiness. 
Group finite life cycle. It is important to build a 
culture: a culture of research, production culture, 
consumer culture and the culture of recycling. The 
man, in any case, will fill the «needs of the pyramid» 
Marx, Maslow.
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